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� A bi-level dispatch model to minimize the total operation costs is proposed.
� Supply for both natural gas and electricity is dispatched economically and simultaneously.
� P2G is considered in short-term operation of the integrated energy systems.
� P2G may help wind power accommodation with reduced emission and gas consumption.
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Worldwide natural gas consumption has increased significantly, especially for power generation in elec-
tricity systems with the gas-to-power (G2P) process of natural gas fired units. Supply for both natural gas
and electricity systems should be dispatched economically and simultaneously due to their firm inter-
connection. This paper proposes a security-constrained bi-level economic dispatch (ED) model for inte-
grated natural gas and electricity systems considering wind power and power-to-gas (P2G) process.
The upper level is formulated as an ED optimization model for electricity system, while the lower level
is an optimal allocation problem for natural gas system. Natural gas system is modeled in detail. In addi-
tion, the security constraints and coupling constraints for the integrated energy systems are considered.
The objective function is to minimize the total production cost of electricity and natural gas. The lower
model is converted and added into the upper model as Karush-Kuhn-Tucher (KKT) optimality conditions,
thus the bi-level optimization model is transformed into a mix-integer linear programming (MILP) for-
mulation. Numerical case studies on the PJM-5bus system integrated with a seven-node gas system
and IEEE 118-bus system integrated with a modified Belgian high-calorific gas system demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed bi-level ED model.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As one of the most important fossil fuels, the natural gas con-
sumption in the world has increased significantly in the last dec-
ade, especially for the use in power generation. By 2030, the gas-
fired generation is expected to increase by 230% [1,2]. At the same
time, the number of natural gas fired generating unit (NGFGU)
installations has grown dramatically, which results in the tight
coupling between the electricity systems and the natural gas
systems [3]. Compared with conventional coal plants, NGFGUs
have higher economic efficiency, lower environmental emissions
and faster response capabilities [4].

Gas-fired power plants provide a linkage between natural gas
and power systems. Due to the interdependence between electric
power and natural gas systems, the economy and reliability of
the two energy sectors would be influenced by each other directly
[5,6]. On one hand, the price of natural gas fluctuates, leading to
the change of operating cost of NGFGUs [7], and thus affecting
the economy of power system. On the other hand, the security
regions of electric power systems and natural gas systems cannot
s con-
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Nomenclature

GSFe generation shift factor
t/T time period
Fnj pipeline flow
GSFgas/GSF gas/generation shift factor
pn=pj nodal pressure
ci bid of generating units
Pi;t power output of generating units
Limitgas;nj/Limitl pipeline/transmission line limits
gi;sr cost coefficient for spinning reserve
gG2P efficiency of NGFGU

P forecast
wind;t wind power forecasting output

Dt electricity load
Pimin=Pimax lower/upper limits of generation
Rd reserve for wind power
Rdown=Rup spinning reserve requirement
Sm;min=Sm;max lower/upper limits of gas supply

k=xmin
m =xmax

m =lmin
nj;t =l

max
nj;t dual variables

ml,nj,tmin/ml,nj,tmax/mx,m,t
min/mx,m,t

max auxiliary binary variables

m, n, j natural gas system nodes
M/N number of gas supply and generating units
Cnj pipeline constant
NG number of natural gas nodes
Sm=GL natural gas supply/load
cwind bid of wind farm
Pricem;gas gas price
Pwind;t dispatched wind power output
pcw cost coefficient for wind curtailment
gP2G efficiency of P2G
EP2G;t;gas=SP2G;t;gas energy/volume of natural gas from P2G
Dm;t electricity load for P2G
Rampui =Rampdi ramping rate of generating unit

SP2G;gas upper volume limits of gas from P2G
GLP2G;t;gas virtual natural gas load of P2G
GLmin=GLmax lower/upper limits of gas load
Mmin

x =Mmax
x Mmin

l =Mmax
l large enough constants

Fig. 1. Integrated natural gas and electricity network considering wind power and
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be considered independently due to their inherent interdepen-
dency [2,8]. Therefore, the economic operation problem of
integrated natural gas and electricity system should be analyzed
simultaneously. The security constraints of both electricity and
natural gas systems should be taken into account.

For the optimal operation of integrated natural gas and electric-
ity systems, the studies on single- or multiple-period operational
optimization are investigated in [3,4,7,8,13,14,15]. In the conven-
tional optimal operation of electric power systems, the dispatch
of NGFGUs along with other thermal sources such as coal, oil
and nuclear does not consider the fuel supply constraints. How-
ever, with the growth of the natural gas market, the limit of the
natural gas network with the increasing demand of NGFGUs
becomes an issue that is not negligible [9]. In [10], the authors
developed an algorithm to solve the problem of optimal operation
of a gas transmission network. The natural gas flow network is
modeled in [2–4,11] with daily and hourly limits on gas supply,
demand, pipeline and storage. An approach for long-term expan-
sion planning of combined gas and electricity networks is pro-
posed in [12], which determines the timely and efficient
allocation of resources (pipes vs. electricity transmission lines) in
the expansion of energy networks. An operating strategy for
short-term scheduling of gas-electricity integrated energy systems
is proposed in [13] considering demand response and wind uncer-
tainty. In [7,14,15], stochastic optimization models are proposed
to address the uncertainties of various system components. In
[16], optimization problems in natural gas transportation systems
are analyzed, which demonstrate the necessity of optimal alloca-
tion of natural gas. However, in these existing literatures, eco-
nomic dispatch of the two energy sectors is done ignoring the
optimal allocation of natural gas supply.

To realize the optimal allocations of both electricity and natural
gas, bi-level programming can be an effective method. In previous
works, bi-level programming has been applied to optimal opera-
tion problems of power system [17–21]. In [17], the interactions
between generation and load are considered in microgrid, in which
the upper level is the energy-saving dispatch model and the lower
level is the load control optimization model. Various methods of
optimal operation of power system considering renewable energy,
energy storage or electric vehicle are formulated as bi-level models
in [18–20].
Please cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
sidering wind power and power-to-gas process. Appl Energy (2016), http://dx
For power systems integrated with large-scale renewable
energy, significant amounts of renewable energy generation are
curtailed due to security restrictions. In this context, there has
been widespread discussion of the power-to-gas (P2G) process
whereby electrical energy can be converted to hydrogen (H2) or
synthetic natural gas (SNG), stored and recovered at a later time
through combustion to generate low-carbon electricity and/or heat
[22,23]. The P2G process not only helps avoid waste of renewable
energy in electrical system due to system constraints, but also real-
izes the two-way coupling for the integrated gas and electrical sys-
tems, as shown in Fig. 1. Surplus renewable energy due to system
constraints in electricity systems can be utilized to produce hydro-
gen or synthetic natural gas by the P2G process. From the perspec-
tive of long-term operation, the benefits of P2G are investigated in
[23] in terms of wind curtailment and carbon emissions displace-
ment, economic cost-saving associated with natural gas produc-
tion, and congestion relief in both the gas and electrical
networks. Grond et al. [24] analyzed the potential of a grid balanc-
ing system based on different combinations of traditional gas tur-
P2G.

mic dispatch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
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Fig. 2. Calculating strategy for ED of natural gas and electricity.
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bines based power plants with innovative ‘power-to-gas’ plants.
However, the P2G process has not been studied in short-term
operations.

Based on the above premises, the aim of this paper is to study
the short-term optimal operation of the integrated natural gas
and electric power system with large-scale wind power as well
as P2G process. The calculating strategy for ED of natural gas and
electricity is as shown in Fig. 2. The natural gas transmission net-
work is modeled and the security constraints are considered. The
P2G process is modeled and introduced, which realizes the two-
way coupling in the integrated systems and contributes to utiliza-
tion of the curtailed wind power. The day-ahead economic dis-
patch for electric power and optimal allocation for natural gas
are formulated as a bi-level optimization model. The upper-level
model is formulated as an ED optimization model for electricity
system, while the lower-level is the optimal allocation problem
for natural gas system. The objective function is to minimize the
total production cost for electricity and natural gas. The lower-
level model is converted and added into the upper model as
Karush-Kuhn-Tucher (KKT) optimality conditions, and then the
bi-level model is transformed into a mixed-integer linear program-
ming (MILP) problem. The major contributions of the paper are
summarized as follows:

� Supply for both natural gas and electricity systems are dis-
patched economically and simultaneously by the joint system
operator.

� A security-constrained bi-level economic dispatch model is pro-
posed to minimize the day-ahead costs of electricity and natural
gas consumptions respectively in the upper and lower levels.
Then the bi-level model is transformed into a mix-integer linear
programming (MILP) formulation, which has higher computing
efficiency.

� Power-to-gas (P2G) process is modeled and introduced in the
economic dispatch model, aiming at using curtailed wind power
and achieving two-way coupling for the integrated energy
systems.

� The results show that the P2G process is effective on improving
the wind power utilization rate. It’s also shown that the P2G
process can contribute on the reduction of natural gas con-
sumption and emission.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the bi-level economic dispatch model for integrated
natural gas and electricity systems. The solution approach of the
model is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the simu-
lation results of case studies. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.
Please cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
sidering wind power and power-to-gas process. Appl Energy (2016), http://dx
2. Bi-level economic dispatch model for integrated natural gas
and electricity systems

In this paper, we assume the joint Independent System Opera-
tor (ISO) of the integrated natural gas and electricity systems take
the responsibility to coordinate the economic dispatch to pursue
the maximum profits for the whole system. The optimal allocation
of natural gas to NGFGUs or other loads is determined by gas price
of gas suppliers and market demands.

In this section, the bi-level ED model for the two-way coupled
natural gas and electricity systems considering wind power and
P2G process is presented, in which the security constraints and
coupling constraints are imposed.

2.1. Upper-level model: economic dispatch model for electricity system

The objective function of the ED for electricity system is to min-
imize the total operation cost, including power generation cost,
reserve cost, and wind curtailment compensation cost, as shown
in (1):

min f ðPi;tÞ ¼
XT
t

XN
i¼1

ðci � Pi;tÞ þ cwind � Pwind;t þ
XN
i¼1

gi;sr

 

�ðPimax � Pi;tÞ þ pcw � ðP forecast
wind;t � Pwind;tÞ

!
ð1Þ
s:t: :
XN
i¼1

Pi;t þ Pwind;t ¼ Dt ð2Þ

Pimin 6 Pi;t 6 Pimax ð3Þ

0 6 Pwind;t 6 P forecast
wind;t ð4Þ

Pi;t � Pi;t�1 6 Rampu
i � DT ð5Þ

Pi;t�1 � Pi;t 6 Rampd
i � DT ð6Þ

XN
i¼1

ðPimax � Pi;tÞ P Rd þ Rup ð7Þ

XN
i¼1

ðPi;t � PiminÞ P Rdown ð8Þ
�Limitl 6
XN
i¼1

GSFl�i � ðPi;t þ Pwind;t � Di;tÞ 6 Limitl ð9Þ

The constraints are as shown in (2)–(8), and ‘‘s.t.” is short for
‘‘subject to”. The power balance constraint is given in (2). Power
output limits of thermal units and wind power are shown in (3)

and (4), where P forecast
wind;t denotes wind power forecasting output.

Ramping and spinning reserve constraints are presented in (5)–

(8). Rampu
i and Rampd

i are up and down ramping limits of thermal
units. Rd is reserve requirements without wind power. Rup and
Rdown are the up and down reserve requirements to deal with wind
power uncertainties. The transmission limits are shown in (9).

2.2. Lower-level model: economic allocation model for natural gas
system

2.2.1. Objective function
The goal of the economic allocation for natural gas system is to

minimize the gas purchasing cost from natural gas suppliers with
different gas prices. The objective function is formulated as:
mic dispatch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2016.07.077
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the seven-node natural gas system.
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min f ðSm;tÞ ¼
XT
t

XM
m

Pricem;gas � Sm;t ð10Þ
2.2.2. Constraints of natural gas system
Fig. 3 describes a seven-node natural gas system with the key

components including natural gas wells, transmission pipelines,
and compressors.

(1) Gas supply and load: Similar to power generation and
demand in the electricity system, gas supply and load are
balanced and limited within reasonable ranges. Most of the
gas is supplied by the gas wells, restricted by its upper and
lower boundaries of the gas flow, which can be modeled as:
Please
siderin
Sm;min 6 Sm;t 6 Sm;max ð11Þ

The gas load could be residential, commercial, or industrial,

in which the gas load of natural gas-fired generating units
plays a key role in the interconnection of the integrated sys-
tems. Corresponding to the upper and lower generation lim-
its of NGFGUs, the gas load is also limited as:
GLmin 6 GLm;gas;t 6 GLmax ð12Þ
(2) Pipeline flow: The pipeline flow is determined by the char-
acteristics of the pipeline, e.g. the length, the diameter, the
operating temperature, and the pressure difference between
the associated nodes. The gas in a pipeline always flows from
the node with higher pressure to the one with lower pres-
sure. The nodal pressure is satisfied within certain range
(14). The Weymouth equation is modeled as:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiq

Fnj ¼ sgnðpn;pjÞ � Cnj jp2

n � p2
j j

sgnðpn;pjÞ ¼
1 pn P pj

�1 pn < pj

� ð13Þ
pn 6 pn 6 pn ð14Þ

In (13), Cnj is the pipeline constant related to the temperature,

length, diameter, friction, and natural gas compositions. The sign
function of sgn (pn,pj) indicates the direction of the gas flow
through the pipeline. When the pressure of node n is higher than
node j, it equals to 1, otherwise, it equals to �1.

In fact, the flow in one pipeline is related to the supply and load
with virtually no loss. This paper defines the GSFgas matrix to
reflect the impact of nodal gas supply and load on the pipeline
flow, which is similar to Generation Shift Factor (GSFe) in the DC
power flow model:

Fnj ¼
XNG
i¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðSm � GLmÞ ð15Þ
cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
g wind power and power-to-gas process. Appl Energy (2016), http://dx
According to the GSFgas matrix and gas supply and load of every
node, the gas flow can be determined. The gas well with constant
pressure is chosen as the slack node in the natural gas network.
The Pipeline flow limit is shown in (16).

jFnjj 6 Limitgas;nj ð16Þ

(3) Compressor: Pressure loss occurs when natural gas flows
through pipelines. Compressor stations are built to increase
transmission efficiency and maintain the pressure levels of
pipelines. Specifically, compressor stations are modeled by
either fixed outlet pressure or fixed ratio similar to trans-
formers [23]. In this paper, compressors are considered as
fixed outlet pressure. We assume that the horse power of
the compressors is supplied by the electricity network. In
this case, the power consumption of compressors is regarded
as an electricity load [13], and thus included in the total
electricity load.

2.3. Coupling constraints of the integrated natural gas and electricity
networks

Natural gas and electricity networks are two-way coupled and
the energy flow is bi-directional: natural gas is consumed by
NGFGUs for power generation, i.e. the gas-to-power (G2P) process,
and on the contrary, electric power can be used to generate gas by
P2G process.

2.3.1. Gas to power process and constraints
For electricity systems, natural gas is consumed by gas-fired

units for power generation based on flexible contracts, and can
be considered as gas loads. The gas consumption for power gener-
ation is considered as G2P process considering the conversion effi-
ciency of NGFGU. The total gas consumption cannot exceed the
signed contracts as shown in (18). The coupling constraints of
G2P process can be described as follows:

Pi;t;gas ¼ gG2P � GLm;t;gas ð17Þ

GLm;t;gas 6 GLm;max ð18Þ
2.3.2. Power to gas process and constraints
The integration of P2G facilities enables the natural gas system

to consume redundant electricity energy from power system, espe-
cially for surplus wind power. The chemical process can be
described as: 2H2O? 2H2 + O2, CO2 + 4H2 ? CH4 + 2H2O. In the
first step, gaseous hydrogen is formed by the process of electrolysis
with certain efficiency. The technology of proton exchange mem-
brane (PEM) [23,24] is considered to be favorable for the P2G pro-
cess due to its faster ramping rates, which can better accommodate
wind power fluctuations. H2 generated in the first step can be
stored for usage later or injected into the gas network blended with
natural gas. In the second step, synthetic natural gas (SNG) is gen-
erated. As a secondary process for using the H2, its efficiency will
inevitably be lower than that of the first process. But the process
of SNG consumes atmospheric CO2, which achieves CO2 emission
reduction and more environmental benefits. Both of the processes
can be achieved by consuming electric power (redundant wind
power preferably) from the electricity system. In this paper, H2 is
considered to be totally used to generate SNG. P2G facilities can
be considered as gas supplier using curtailed wind power with a
certain efficiency, as shown in (19). Natural gas generated by
P2G facilities are supposed to be stored temporarily and be
injected into the natural gas system for the next dispatch period.
mic dispatch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2016.07.077
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The conversion from energy content to the volumetric quantity of
SNG can be done using higher heating values (HHV) of natural gas,
expressed as (20). The P2G facilities are limited by the upper
bounds in (21).

EP2G;t;gas ¼ gP2G � Dm;t ð19Þ
SP2G;t;gas ¼ EP2G;t;gas=HHVgas ð20Þ
0 6 SP2G;t;gas 6 SP2G;gas ð21Þ
3. Solution approach

To solve the proposed model, the bi-level optimization model is
converted into a MILP formulation through the following methods.

(1) For the lower-level model, the formula of the pipeline flow
and pressure difference between associated nodes is non-
linear. To achieve the linearization of the model, in this
paper, a linear computation process is proposed: the pipe-
line flows are calculated based on the GSFgas matrix and
gas nodal balance. According to the obtained pipeline flow
values and the preset slack node pressure, node pressures
can be obtained one by one, which can be shown as:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiq
Please
siderin
pj ¼ p2
n � Fnj=sgnðpn;pjÞ � Cnj

� �2 ð22Þ

In this paper, the nodal pressure constraints are not consid-

ered in the optimization model directly and will be checked
before output the optimal solution, which would simplify
the optimization model without constraint violation.
(2) For the lower-level model, gas transferred by P2G can be
considered as constant. Aiming at distinguishing the gas
supply and SNG from P2G process, in this paper, SNG gener-
ated by P2G is considered as ‘negative’ gas demand, shown
as
GLP2G;t;gas ¼ �Dm;t=gP2G ð23Þ

Then the lower-level optimization model can be converted as:
min f ðSm;tÞ ¼
XT
t

XM
m

Pricem;gas � Sm;t ð24Þ
s:t: :
XM
m

ðSm;t � GLm;tÞ ¼ GLP2G;t;gas : kt ð25Þ
Sm;min 6 Sm;t 6 Sm;max : xmin
m;t ;x

max
m;t ; 8m ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M ð26Þ
�Limitgas;nj 6
XNG
m¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðSm;t � GLP2G;t;gas � GLm;tÞ

6 Limitgas;nj : lmin
nj;t ;l

max
nj;t ; 8n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M

ð27Þ

(3) The linearity of the lower-level model in (25)–(27) transfers

the bi-level model into a single level Mathematic Program
With Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC) problem by recasting
the lower level problem as its KKT optimality conditions
[25,26], which can be added into the upper level problem
as a set of additional complementarity constraints. The
MPEC model can be expressed as follows:
cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
g wind power and power-to-gas process. Appl Energy (2016), http://dx
 

mic dis
.doi.org
Max � f ðPi;tÞ ¼ �
XT
t

XN
i¼1

ðci � Pi;tÞ þ cwind � Pwind;t

þ
XN
i¼1

gi;sr � ðPimax � Pi;tÞ

þpcw � ðP forecast
wind;t � Pwind;tÞ

!
ð28Þ
8

s:t:

XN
i¼1

Pi;t þ Pwind;t ¼ Dt

Pimin 6 Pi;t 6 Pimax

0 6 Pwind;t 6 P forecast
wind;t

Pi;t � Pi;t�1 6 Rampu
i � DT

Pi;t�1 � Pi;t 6 Rampd
i � DTXN

i¼1

ðPimax � Pi;tÞ P Rd þ Rup

XN
i¼1

ðPi;t � PiminÞ P Rdown

�Limitl 6
XN
i¼1

GSFl�i � ðPi;t þ Pwind;t � Di;tÞ 6 Limitl

EP2G;t;gas ¼ gP2G � Dm;t

SP2G;t;gas ¼ EP2G;t;gas=HHVgas

0 6 SP2G;t;gas 6 SP2G;gas

XM
m

ðSm;t � GLm;tÞ ¼ GLP2G;t;gas : kt

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð29Þ
Pricem;gas ¼ k þ
XL
nj¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðlmin
nj;t � lmax

nj;t Þ þ xmin
m;t � xmax

m;t

ð30Þ

0 6 lmin
nj;t ? Limitgas;nj þ

XNG
m¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðSm;t � GLP2G;t;gas � GLm;tÞ P 0

ð31Þ

0 6 lmax
nj;t ? Limitgas;nj �

XNG
m¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðSm;t � GLP2G;t;gas � GLm;tÞ P 0

ð32Þ

0 6 xmin
m;t ? Sm;t � Sm;min P 0 ð33Þ

0 6 xmax
m;t ? Sm;max � Sm;t P 0 ð34Þ

(4) The MPEC model in (28)–(34) is nonlinear due to the com-
plementarity constraints (31)–(34). Utilizing the method in
[27], the model can be further converted to a MILP problem,
given by:

 

Max � f ðPi;tÞ ¼ �

XT
t

XN
i¼1

ðci � Pi;tÞ þ cwind � Pwind;t

þ
XN
i¼1

gi;sr � ðPimax � Pi;tÞ

þpcw � ðP forecast
wind;t � Pwind;tÞ

!
ð35Þ
patch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
/10.1016/j.apenergy.2016.07.077
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Fig. 4. PJM 5-bus system.

Fig. 5. Wind power forecasting output, electricity load and gas load.
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s:t:

XN
i¼1

Pi;t þ Pwind;t ¼ Dt

Pimin 6 Pi;t 6 Pimax

0 6 Pwind;t 6 P forecast
wind;t

Pi;t � Pi;t�1 6 Rampu
i � DT

Pi;t�1 � Pi;t 6 Rampd
i � DTXN

i¼1

ðPimax � Pi;tÞ P Rd þ Rup

XN
i¼1

ðPi;t � PiminÞ P Rdown

�Limitl 6
XN
i¼1

GSFl�i � ðPi;t þ Pwind;t � Di;tÞ 6 Limitl

EP2G;t;gas ¼ gP2G � Dm;t

SP2G;t;gas ¼ EP2G;t;gas=HHVgas

0 6 SP2G;t;gas 6 SP2G;gasXM
m

ðSm;t � GLm;tÞ ¼ GLP2G;t;gas : kt

Pricem;gas ¼ kþ
XL
nj¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðlmin
nj;t � lmax

nj;t Þ þxmin
m;t �xmax

m;t

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð36Þ

0 6 lmin
nj;t 6 Mmin

l;t m
min
l;nj;t ð37Þ

0 6 Limitgas;nj þ
XNG
m¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðSm;t � GLP2G;t;gas � GLm;tÞ

6 Mmin
l;t ð1� mmin

l;nj;tÞ ð38Þ

0 6 lmax
nj;t 6 Mmax

l;t m
max
l;nj;t ð39Þ

0 6 Limitgas;nj �
XNG
m¼1

GSFgas;m;nj � ðSm;t � GLP2G;t;gas � GLm;tÞ

6 Mmax
l;t ð1� mmax

l;nj;tÞ ð40Þ

0 6 xmin
m;t 6 Mmin

x;t m
min
x;m;t ð41Þ

0 6 Sm;t � Sm;min 6 Mmin
x;t ð1� mmin

x;m;tÞ ð42Þ

0 6 xmax
m;t 6 Mmax

x;t m
max
x;m;t ð43Þ

0 6 Sm;max � Sm;t 6 Mmax
x;t ð1� mmax

x;m;tÞ ð44Þ
(5) After solving the bi-level optimization model, the nodal

pressures are calculated and judged. At the same time, the
feasibility of the solution is checked. If feasible, output the
solution, otherwise, apply a modification to the solution
and solve the model again.

4. Case studies

In this section, case studies on the PJM 5-bus power system [28]
with 7-node gas system [7] and the IEEE 118-bus power system
[29] with Belgian natural gas network [10] are applied to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed bi-level ED model. The
MILP formulation and algorithms were implemented in the Gen-
eral Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) [30] on a PC with Intel
Please cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
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Core i7 3.00 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM and the optimization was car-
ried out using CPLEX 12.5 [31].

4.1. PJM 5-bus system

The PJM 5-bus system is depicted in Fig. 4, in which the gener-
ation capacity and bid prices are also included. A 400 MW wind
farm is installed at Bus E, and its bid cost is set to $ 8. The load
is equally distributed on three load buses. The natural gas system
is given in Fig. 3, which has 7 nodes, 5 pipelines, 1 compressor, 2
natural gas suppliers, and 3 natural gas loads. The parameters
can be found in [14]. Part of natural gas loads at nodes 1–3 are cor-
responding to the hourly generation dispatch of the three NGFGUs
at Bus A and Bus D. Another part of natural gas loads (residential
gas load) and electricity load are shown in Fig. 5. P2G facilities
are integrated at Bus B in the PJM 5-bus system and node 5 in
the natural gas system with an efficiency of 64% for the SNG pro-
duction [23]. The electric power used by the P2G facility is sup-
posed to be equal to forecasting output minus dispatched output
of wind power for the convenience of the study.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed bi-level opti-
mization model, the following cases are discussed:

4.1.1. Impact of natural gas system security constraints
In the natural gas system, the gas flows from one node to

another through pipelines with pressure loss. The security con-
straints ensure that the gas network operates within feasible
regions. The dispatch results of the three NGFGUs and wind power
with and without the security constraints of natural gas system are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and pressures of the node 3 (important gas
load node) are shown in Fig. 8.

In Figs. 6 and 7, it can be observed that the scheduling results
are different during some dispatch periods with and without the
security constraints of natural gas system. In the first six hours,
mic dispatch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
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Fig. 6. Dispatching results with security constraints.

Fig. 7. Dispatching results without security constraints.

Fig. 8. Pressure comparison of node 3.

Fig. 9. Comparison of dispatched wind power.
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the dispatched outputs of Unit 3 are the same in the two scenarios
since the operating states are within bounds. But at hour 7–10, the
dispatched outputs of Unit 3 are reduced considering the security
constraints, which indicates that the security constraints of natural
gas system impose restrictions on the operation of the integrated
energy system. Fig. 8 shows that the pressures of node 3 go beyond
the lower limit without considering security constraints of natural
gas system at hour 11 and 21, while no violations occur in the
other case. The results show that the security constraints of natural
Table 1
Comparison of results with/without P2G process.

Costs of electricity system ($) Gas consump

Without P2G 531860.8 154185.8
With P2G 526319.7 141206.2

Please cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
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gas system should be considered in the optimal operation of the
integrated energy system.

4.1.2. Impact of P2G process
The P2G process considered in this paper can accommodate the

redundant wind power to produce natural gas. It is an indirect way
for wind power utilization. The comparison of the dispatch results
with/without P2G process is listed in Table 1. The comparison of
dispatched wind power is shown in Fig. 9. It can be observed from
Table 1 that the total operation cost for power system is reduced
by 5541.1$ during 24 h. The total natural gas generated by P2G
process reaches 2604.3 kcf. The direct wind power utilization is
increased from 72.0% to 77.5% due to the P2G process. The reason
lies in that the natural gas generated by P2G process satisfies part
of gas demands and mitigate the impact of gas network constraints
on the dispatch results. Higher wind power utilization decreases
the output of NGFGUs and part of natural gas demands are met
by P2G process, which results in 12979.6 kcf reduction on natural
gas consumption. Fig. 9 shows that the dispatched wind power
with P2G at each hour is not less than that of the case without P2G.

In addition to the improvement on wind power utilization and
reduction on natural gas consumption, another benefit of P2G pro-
cess is emission reduction. According to [23], the resulting CO2

emission reduction from synthetic natural gas production from
P2G is 180 kg/MW h. Hence, the total CO2 emission reduction dur-
ing 24 h is 227,600 kg.

It can be concluded that the introduction of P2G process in the
optimal operation of the integrated energy systems can increase
energy utilization efficiency, reduce energy consumption and
emission, and improve the operating economy of the system. The
results show the advantages of P2G process, and verify the feasibil-
ity for the reasonability of optimal operation strategy proposed in
this paper.

4.1.3. Impact of fluctuating natural gas loads
There is a high probability that natural gas flow congestion or

pressure loss occurs when the residential gas load peaks. In this
case, the constant and fluctuating residential gas loads are applied
to the model to reflect the impact of the fluctuating natural gas
loads. Constant gas loads are assumed to be 1880 kcf and 3740
kcf, while the fluctuating loads are as shown in Fig. 5. The hourly
dispatch results of gas-fired unit 3 for the three scenarios are
tion (kcf) Wind power utilization Gas from P2G (kcf)

72.00% 0
77.5% 2604.3

mic dispatch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
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Fig. 10. Comparison of hourly dispatch of unit 3.

Table 2
Comparison of results of bi-level and combined model.

Costs of
electricity
system ($)

Gas
consumption
(kcf)

Wind power
utilization

Gas from
P2G (kcf)

Bi-level 526319.7 141206.2 77.5% 2604.3
Combined 533945.1 129068.2 74.5% 2956.0

Fig. 11. Comparison of gas supply from gas well 1.

Fig. 12. Operating costs and dispatched wind power.
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depicted in Fig. 10. It can be observed that the hourly residential
natural gas load can affect the optimal operation of power systems.

4.1.4. Effectiveness of the bi-level optimization model
The bi-level optimization model in this paper aims at day-ahead

economic dispatch for integrated energy system, realizing optimal
energy allocation for the power system and natural gas system
simultaneously. In order to verify effectiveness of the bi-level opti-
mization model, the combined MILP model followed is carried out
as a comparative study.

s:t:
Min Eq: ð1Þ þ Eq: ð10Þ
Eqs: ð2Þ—ð8Þ; Eqs: ð17Þ—ð21Þ;Eq: ð23Þ;Eqs: ð25Þ—ð27Þ

Table 2 compares the results of the bi-level and combined models.
The operation costs of power system obtained by the bi-level model
are lower and the wind power utilization rate is higher, indicating
more gas generation from P2G. More natural gas is consumed in
the case of combined model. In the natural gas system, the gas well
1 is the cheaper one. Fig. 11 shows the comparison of gas supply
from gas well 1. In all dispatching periods, the gas supplies from
gas well 1 in the case of bi-level model are no less than those of
combined model, which corresponds to better economy. This com-
parison verifies the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed bi-
level model.

The computational time of the bi-level model on this integrated
energy system is 0.035 s, which perfectly satisfies the require-
ments of practical implementation.

4.2. IEEE 118-bus system

The IEEE 118-bus system is applied here to further demonstrate
the applicability of the proposed model on large systems. This sys-
tem consists of 118 buses, 54 generators and 186 branches. The
generator bidding data are similar with those in [32]: 20 low-
cost generators with bids from $10 to $19.5 with $0.5 increment;
20 expensive generators with bids from $30 to $49 with $1 incre-
ment; and 14 most expensive generators with bidding from $70 to
$83 with $1 increment. The Belgian natural gas network is modi-
fied by different factors to match the case. P2G is connected at
node 16. Nine generators are assumed to be gas fired units. Two
Please cite this article in press as: Li G et al. Security-constrained bi-level econo
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wind farms are connected at Bus 3 and Bus 5 with the same fore-
casting output as that in PJM 5-bus system. The hourly electricity
loads are then multiplied by different factors to match the installed
energy generation.

The hourly operating costs and dispatched wind power are
shown in Fig. 12. The computational time of the proposed bi-
level model on this large integrated energy system is 15.725 s.
The results verify the effectiveness of the proposed bi-level model
on large integrated energy systems.

In conclusion, the results of case studies demonstrate that the
bi-level optimization model is effective for small and large sys-
tems, and the integration of P2G process can increase energy effi-
ciency, reduce energy consumption and emission, and improve
the operating economy of the system. In China, the curtailment
rate reached 15–25% in the Northern and Northeastern provinces
(where more than 75% of the wind power capacity is installed)
[33]. Under such background and with the development of
NGFGUs and P2G technology, the optimal dispatch strategy pro-
posed in this paper would be easier to be implemented to help sys-
tem operators with the decision-making process.

5. Concluding remarks

This paper presents a security-constrained economic dispatch
model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems consider-
ing wind power and power-to-gas process. The optimal allocation
of electricity and natural gas is formulated as a bi-level optimiza-
tion model and assumed to be calculated by the joint operator.
The contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) The mathematical model of the integrated natural gas and
electricity systems is presented. Security constraints of both
networks and the coupling constraints are introduced. Sup-
mic dispatch model for integrated natural gas and electricity systems con-
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ply for both natural gas and electricity systems is dispatched
economically and simultaneously by the joint system
operator.

(2) The optimal energy dispatch of the integrated natural gas
and electricity systems is formulated as a bi-level optimiza-
tion model, in which the economic dispatch of power system
and optimal allocation of natural gas are done simultane-
ously. The bi-level model is converted into a MILP formula-
tion, and the computational time of the bi-level model
satisfies the requirements of the practical implementation.

(3) P2G process is incorporated into the optimal operation of the
integrated natural gas and electricity systems in purpose of
utilizing the redundant wind power. P2G and NGFGUs real-
ize the bidirectional interactions of the integrated systems.

(4) Two case studies are carried out to verify the effectiveness of
the model. The results show that the P2G process is effective
on improving the wind power utilization rate. It’s also
shown that the P2G process can contribute on the reduction
of natural gas consumption and emission.
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